
Chapter 16
Hibernation Encounter

Xavier: Previously on Spike Adventures, Around Morning was a nice peaceful day for Shanks
until it wasn't for long when Sadie spilled some Beans telling Spike and the Gang that he was at
his Lifeguard job and so Spike and friends went to Shanks for a Beach Day until encountering a
Familiar face of someone almost at they’re end on drowning meeting a Celebrity Soccer Star
“Iris Loretta” and so after Spike encourages Iris to get back at it they all did a Bond in Soccer but
things were getting hasty for Sadie and Ceo’s Hate towards one another but after some talk they
finally put their differences aside and won the game in the End Iris got her Mojo back as the
mission of helping another was done by Oddpair, And now what will out heroes do today… I
don't know you’ll have to find out.

Day 11 5:52 am

-Somewhere in the mountains far outside Srabury City-

???: *Yawns waking up as I had a really really long sleep Getting up from ceiling and jumping
down* Ah!~ so much better that was a Good sleep about… *Checks the time* Huh look At this it
took 2 years of sleep today.

???: BROTHER!!! *Screaming for him*.

???: Ugh… *Wiping my eyes walking out to see my Sister* Shuka? Your up early.

Shuka: Well “obviously”! Look at this, it's hideous! Where did this City come from!?

???: Huh… that “Is” weird I don't know?

Shuka: You don't? really? You sure about that? Because HALF OUR FOREST GOTTEN..Err..

???: DeForest?

Shuka: Don't you dare! Get smart with me bro! Listen Up our clan of Vampires need food and
fast so your going to investigate that City and tell me what you find or else…

???: Ya ya I got it go in City get food and information don't worry around I'm that place I won't
get distracted

*And So the Vampire brother opened his huge Blood wings and Swoops in the sky Jumping
really high reaching the clouds to even touch by bare hands as the vampire flies to the city*.

-And Then to the Haunted House-.



Jimmy: SPIKE!!!!!!!

*Inside the whole Mansion Jimmy saw a Huge mess of Potion bottles everywhere and his Magic
stuff in his room*.

Jimmy: GET YOUR ASS DOWN HERE NOW!

Spike: *Next to Jimmy* Hi Jimmy *Smiled*.

Jimmy: *Jumps* There you are! And don't do that first.. and two WHAT DID YOU DO!? Look at
this mess!

Spike: Huh? Wait, what are you blaming me for? I didn't do it! *Literally have no idea*.

Jimmy: Spike your telling me when I got out the basement trying to get more ingredients of a
new potion i was in the middle of and you DIDN'T make this mess?

Spike: No I was in my room the whole time writing a Note to the Chief to mail.

Jimmy: You gotta be kidding Me! Then who did it? Joseph wouldn't do anything that sneaky!

Q: Ugh dude do you mind I'm trying to sleep… *Came down to check as my face was covered in
potion liquid and my hands in powder*.

Jimmy:....Q…what is that on you?

Q: Oh this? I had a drive and some dust to play with.

Jimmy: You touched my stuff…?

Spike: Annnnnnd I'll be going now *Speed Walks off fast to my room*.

*Then Jimmy exploded into Rage screaming at Q to the Point Q was thrown to the wall by
Jimmy’s scream turned into Ghost goo*.

Q: Ugh you are so lame can't a ghost have his fun in his house?

Jimmy: GET OUT OF MY ROOM! *Throw a chair at him*.

*Then the Chair phased through Q as the wall made a huge crack by the thrown chair*.

Q: Tch *Floats up to the attic in my room*.



Jimmy: Ugh… *Holding my hair tugging it* I swear I am surrounded by Annoyance… Now I
gotta get new ingredients and plants and Bottles! [But at least it wasn't Spike this time otherwise
I would've totally lost it…]

*Jimmy then grabbed his Special Satchel bag and wearing his Alchemist Goggles and wearing
a Button T-Shirt to stay nice*.

Jimmy: I'm going out…

Spike: Oh wait Jim! Where are you doing?

Jimmy: Away for the house for a while and getting the stuff that Q Ruined…

Spike: Oh let me come with-.

Jimmy: Spike I think it's better you stayed here please I'm not in the mood for you being around
me okay?

Spike:...Okay well if your going out I hate to ask, Could you pretty please give this mail letter to
the Post office? *Giving the paper to him*.

Jimmy: Fine… but that's after I get what I need, I'll see you later.

Spike: Be Sa-a-afe! *Waving bye*

*Soon enough Jimmy went to the only place where they have everything and that was. “Rivin
Quill Mall” Aka the big nervous fear from Jimmy, As he arrived to the mall all by himself his legs
Were shaking as his eyes were shaking too*.

Jimmy: [Oh god… oh god] *Panting heavily scared looking around the whole mall seeing it in my
vision as it got bigger and bigger by the second as* No! I won't let it bother me. I refuse to leave
e-empty handed to get my stuff… recovered… *Frustrated* I can't do it! It's just too big and
scary alone… Ugh why did I go alone… *Tears* [You can do it just don't look or talk to anyone at
all].

*Then Jimmy shakily walks on his own as he was doing Baby steps as the first time he has even
been alone to place “This” big and as he went off to get his stuff to buy he got Potion Bottles,
And Herb plants for ingredients for Magic, and other things he needs*.

Jimmy: [I'm actually doing it!] Okay… just one more thing… well I guess I could get a new magic
book maybe if I learn some Dark Magic…*Thinking* Hmmm…

*Then as Jimmy thinks he trips on Escalator as I got hit in the junk without looking*.



Jimmy: GAAAAHHHHHH!!!

*Everyone in the mall hears the scream as it boomed around the whole place as Jimmy was on
his knees a bit whimpering in pain*.

Jimmy: Ah! Christmas…!

*But suddenly Jimmy dropped all his empty potion bottles as they were rolling down the
Escalator*.

Jimmy: *My face turning pale* Ah! My bottles! *Screamed out trying to crawl to grab them as I
couldn't reach in time*.

*The Bottles then were about to crash on the floor until something caught them and secretly
flown up behind Jimmy as that figure tapped his shoulder*.

Jimmy: *Yelps jumping back* AH!

???: Excuse me I think these belong to you *Smiled handing them over*.

Jimmy: O-oh… you saved my bottles?

???: Yay I heard the screaming and thought you were in danger.

Jimmy: Oh! No that wasn't that at all… I just happen To accidently got hit in my own junk without
looking at all…

*The Bear smiled and started to laugh slapping Jimmy's Shoulder*.

???: Oh my god your too funny *Smiled* Honestly I never seem to met anyone like you.

Jimmy: Uhm thanks?

Luciano: Sorry Names Luciano *Smiled showing my fangs*.

Jimmy: Uhm… hello I'm uh Jimmy.

Luciano: Jimmy Huh? That's the funniest name I heard of! *Laughs again*.

Jimmy: Uhm…*Totally Confused sweating a bit*.

Luciano: Hey by the way what were you doing with those anyway.



Jimmy: Oh I uhm well… you see *Cracking up my voice* [What should I do!? I'm totally
confused by this point. Should I even trust him…]

Luciano: Of course you can trust me I'm not a creepy or Stalker or anything

*Jimmy Gasps Holding his mouth as he got even more confused he didn't say anything yet he
known that Jimmy couldn't trust Luciano*.

Jimmy: [Wait, how did he know!? I didn't say anything!] Uhm well I'm trying to… learn *Poking
my fingers* Dark…Magic..

Luciano: Oooooh Dark Magic ah why didn't you say so *Gives you a book* Here ya go Champ.

*Luciano dropped a big book in Jimmy’s hands as the book was a little heavy with its big stack
of pages in one big book*.

Jimmy: Ack! *Lifting it as I read the front cover* “Experts on Dark Potions and Magic”? Where
did you get this?

Luciano: Oh details don't matter what matters is you got the book needed right? So no worries I
saved ya the trouble my sis already read the whole book anyway *Winks*.

Jimmy: What!? I-i can't take this then it's yours! This is personally belonging to your family.

Luciano: Don't worry you can borrow it just make sure you bring it back before my sis knows
okay? *Smiled as I pat Jimmy’s Head*.

Jimmy: Oh uhm… okay, Thank you

Luciano: Your welcome *Walks off* Hey See ya around.

*Before Jimmy knew it he just received a Gift from a Stranger so kind yet mysterious as he
never gotten received by others before other than Spike as Jimmy looked down at the book and
back to see Luciano he vanished*.

Jimmy: *Gasps* [Wait what!? Where did he go?!] Well I guess I should head home..

*Then as Jimmy was heading back hold holding the book in hand He opened the door and there
Spike was playing Games as Chungs and Shanks came over*.

Spike: Jim! Your back!

Jimmy: What's going on?



Shanks: Oh we came over and well we got bored.

Spike: Plus what sucks was Sadie and Ceo didn't show up which was a bummer… but oh well,
you were gone a while did something happened, *Gasps* Oh my god! You didn't encounter
Trouble did you?

Jimmy: What? No I didn't, I just went to the Mall…

Spike: You went to the mall by yourself!? Why! You know your scared of huge places.

Jimmy: I know but it was the only place I can think of to get the stuff I need to replace what Q
ruined…

Chungs: Uhm Hey Jimmy I want to ask what is that book?

*Jimmy Gasps as he hid the book chuckling nervous smiling all teeth showing*.

Jimmy: Book? What book? Do I have a book?

*Spike then glared at Jimmy hmming hard as he makes a Suspicious face at Jim thinking he
could be lying*.

Jimmy: Uh… uhm! Anyway I uh gotta get to work so don't bother me! *Heads down to my lab in
the basement*

*As Jimmy Slams the basement door the Spike, Shanks, Chungs and Joseph looked at each
other really confused on Jimmy's actions just now while Spike glare suspicion wondering what
Jim had been up too*.

-Then later that night-

*The reason of oddpair sent eating dinner and ate everything that Spike made while Jimmy's
plate was untouched as Jimmy was still In the basement Spike looked at the door with a
Worried Expression look on His face*.

Ceo: Yo Spike! You okay over there?

Spike: Huh! Oh uh…

*Spike loomed over to his pals as everyone was confused why Spike was staring at the door*.

Joseph: Arf arf…



Spike: Yay! Gotta have a problem with that? How could I not worry… Jim's never been to the
basement for a long time…

Shanks: Okay that's it I'll-.

*Suddenly the basement door opened as everyone was in a Complete utter Shocked seeing
Jimmy in bleeding cuts all over his body as everyone gasped and Jimmy was on his knees*.

Jimmy: Ow…

Spike: JIMMY!?

*Everyone rushed to him*.

Sadie: What The hell happened!?

Ceo: Dude he's bleeding everywhere!

Joseph: ARF ARF! *Whined worried*.

Jimmy: N-no guys I'm fine it's just cuts…

Ceo: The hell it does! You expect us to believe that crap!

Spike: *Then i thought an idea as I get my Recipe book* Hang on a sec… *Flipping through the
pages*.

Shanks: This isn't the time for that Spike!

Spike: Just shush a minute… *Then found the recipe* Ah! Good I got it hang on *Goes to Jim’s
Greenhouse grabbing a 1-up Mushroom and 3 Red Mushrooms and 1 Ice Flower*. I'm gonna
bake something to help Jim’s wounds.

Chungs: You can just do that!?

Spike: Take him to the couch! I'll get baking!

*Shanks and Ceo carry Jimmy to the couch as they did Spike got to work really fast as he
added Cake Mix, Cinnamon Powder and Bit of Ice Flower as he started whisking it really fast
with Eggs and Coconut Shell shavings*.

Spike: *Pant* *Pant* It's done *Smiled bringing it over*.

<Spike's Cooking #3>



Ice Mushroom Healing Cake

Spike: Jimmy here take this.

Jimmy: Ah *Opens my mouth slowly*.

*Spike feeds a piece to Jimmy and as Jimmy ate it he smiled as his bleeding stopped as he felt
a bit better*.

Jimmy: It's delicious…

*Everyone signed relieved that Jim's bleeding Had stopped as they all looked to that ice cake as
it was shamed as a Bigger Mushroom*.

Ceo: Whoa Spike I didn't know you were a Healing too.

Spike: Oh I'm not I just added Healing Ingredients in the baking I made Here you guys can have
some but let's save it because it takes better when frozen.

Sadie: How?

Spike: You'll see.

*Spike cuts pieces for everyone as they eat it as they did it felt like Coconut and Cinnamon
mixing the flavor to make it pop*.

Ceo: Huh, interesting taste… I'll admit It's not bad at all *Impressed*.

Chungs: Yay it's not too sweet it's Creamy too it helps to remove the spice of cinnamon.

Spike: Now then Jim?

Jimmy: Ye-

*Suddenly Spike Smacked Jim so hard his cheek was red as everyone was shocked*.

Ceo: THE F**K!?

Shanks: !?

Sadie: What are you doing!

Chungs: Spike!



*Spike grabbed Jimmy By the arms shaking him rapidly yelling at Jim*.

Spike: WHAT THE HELL WERE YOU DOING DOWNSTAIRS YOU CAN'T JUST EXPECT TO
IGNORE WHAT JUST HAPPENED YOU LITERALLY BLEED WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN
DOING!? WHATEVER YOU BEEN DOING OUT WITH IT RIGHT NOW! *Worriedly Yelling*.

Jimmy: Okay okay! Calm down, I'll explain!

*Spike stopped as he sat on the table waiting for an answer really unhappy of what had
happened*.

Jimmy:...I was doing Experiment of new magic and it got wrong and well you already know what
happened…

Sadie: What happened though what were you even doing?

Spike: Yes! You have been down There since hours like it's 8:52 pm you head to the basement
for 10:26 am.

Ceo: DAMN! You've been down there that long!?

Jimmy: Look I was doing a lot of Different mixing of magic I tried to learn a new magic to make
myself more capable in battle in case things get hairy, So I discovered Spell “Queen of Thorns”
but it seems I need more research.

Spike: Hell no! You ain't going back to the basement I forbid it.

Jimmy: Spike you can't just stop me like that.

Spike: Oh yes I can *I carry then Jimmy to his room as I thrown him to bed*.

Jimmy: Hey! Spike what are-.

*Then Spike the closes the door as he locked it for Jimmy to be in his room locked in as Jimmy
banged the door wanting out*.

Jimmy: Spike! Let me out, you can't just lock me in here!

Spike: Yes I can't, as Leader of the Team I'm putting you on a Timeout. I can't risk My best friend
nearly killing himself by some Experiment Magic, So you're gonna stay and rest until the Healing
of my cake kicks in for you to recover so go sleep… please *Was serious*.



Jimmy:...Fine you're right… I'm sorry, As always you can sometimes be right Spike so I'm
sorry… *Goes to bed tucking myself in*.

Spike: Thank you Jim… *Sighs Walks back to the living room*.

Ceo: Wow that was uh… a watchful event?

Spike: Sorry you guys had to see that but you would have done the same though! It's not like I
enjoyed it. I just don't want anything happening to Jim okay? I just care for him, he's my best
friend.

Chungs: No we get it Spike I understand your reason but maybe try not doing it again okay?

Spike: Yay right I'm sorry anyways you guys should head home it's getting late *Takes the Ice
Cake and taking it to the freezer*.

Sadie: Yay honestly we should go to bed.

Ceo: Wait, what about Jimmy's food?

Spike: I'll save it *Takes the food putting it in a Warming Fridge* It will be ready and fresh around
next day.

*Soon enough they all left as Spike waved good night as he went to bed as well*.

-And Then when Midnight hit-

*Jimmy was snoring as his cuts were all gone until he heard tip Taps close By as he woke up
slowly and got up Yawning and looking out the window until being Jumpscared by Luciano*.

Jimmy: AH! *Jumps back as I got hit by the rear end by my bed* Ow…

Luciano: *Knocks the window pointing down telling Jimmy to open it*.

Jimmy:...*Cautious slowly opens the window* Luciano?

Luciano: *Slips through the window as my belly got a bit stuck as I popped through* Hey! There
ya are, Sorry about intruding like this I kinda wanted to check on ya.

Jimmy: Oh? I uh… Hey I got to read the book already.

Luciano: Really? That fast, Huh that's actually… impressive so how was it?



Jimmy: Oh It was a lovely book uh.. I nearly died from the one Magic curse, and I made my best
friend worry and care for my wounds…*Felt Guilty

Luciano: Ah! Well that explains the healing Herb smell, Well if that's the case let me help you.

Jimmy: In my lab? I can't Spike locked me in for me to sleep and rest to heal.

Luciano: Ah let me handle it *Walks to the door*.

*Then Luciano securely used his Vampire claw as a lockpick as he unlocked the door easily as
he opened it slowly without Squeaking or creaky*.

Luciano: Ta da! *Whispers*.

Jimmy: *Jaw dropped a bit* N-no way that's amazing…

Luciano: So where's the Lab you talked about?

Jimmy:...

*Jimmy took Luciano to the lab In The basement and inside was all covered in thorny Roots*.

Luciano: Whoaohoho! You Weren't kidding it's not a worry This looks extremely bad.

Jimmy: Yay I know… I tried to cut them but the more I do they kept expanding making more

Luciano: That's the thing with Queen of thorns you gotta cut it with magic.

Jimmy: Wait Really?

Luciano: Yay upserve *Uses my powers as my claws were vampire shaped they grew long as I
cut them up*.

*Then the Roots all poofed like fairy dust except the Magic dust poofing was Black*.

Jimmy: Wow your a genius *Amazed*.

Luciano: Ahhh psssh stop it now come on let's make this curse happen I'll get the ingredients
you have

Jimmy: Okay! Yay let's do it! *Smiled confident*.

*Then Jimmy reads the book as he directs Luciano gives which ingredients Work, And after
through a bit of hours of work Jimmy finally carefully put the curse dust in a bag*.



Jimmy: Yes… finally *Tried* After 2 Failure attempts I finally did it..Oh! Except I actually had a
little help *Smiled sweat*.

Luciano: Nah its fine besides you did all the mixing and ingredient making, so I'll let you have
your moment.

Jimmy: Oh no I find it unfair if I credit myself you really did help me. I just feel Really tired…
*Yawned*.

Luciano: Whoa looks like sleeping beauty needs his sleep, Alright I'll be out now.

*Jimmy blinked until gasping turning around about to confront him*.

Jimmy: W-wait! Hold on!

Luciano: Hmm??? *Turning around*.

Jimmy: Uh..do you maybe like to uhm…*Really Embarrassed to ask this* Could we maybe uh…
hang out tomorrow at the mall…together?

Luciano: *Surprised as I Smirked* Are you asking me out on a Date?~

*Jimmy blushed pink as his hair spikes up as he was totally shocked for Luciano To think that*.

Jimmy: Oh! N-no no! That's no I didn't mean-!

Luciano: Nah, Kidding! *Sticks tongue out teasing* Relax you goober I'm only joking cause you
asked of course I will say… 4:20 pm? I gotta sleep too and I need energy for walking and need
sleep.

Jimmy: Oh uh yay! Yay! 4:20 pm I'll be there!

Luciano: Cool well see ya later Nerd *Teased again smiling as I left the lab*.

*Jimmy was speechless as he start to get a warm feeling as he slowly smiled short until his
smile cracked into a Yawn*.

Jimmy: [Oh right… I gotta..sleep] *Yawning hard walking up to my room for sleep*.

-The Next day Day 12 6:18 am-

*Jimmy woke early and was in the kitchen drinking coffee and fixing his hair that was messy as
he was drinking coffee Spike came down*.



Spike: Jim? What you doing so early you never get up this early *Totally confused*.

Jimmy: Oh hey Spike *Yawns as I continue drinking* Well I decided to wake because Well I got
plans-.

Spike: Plans about a Bear that broke into our house.

*Jimmy Spits out some coffee coughing hard shocked On how Spike knew that*.

Jimmy: H-how did you know about that!?

Spike: Q Woke me up last night and saw it all. Jim honestly why didn't you warn or tell me we
had an intruder.

Jimmy: I… why should I even tell you, You pretty much not care what I plan on doing anyway, I
got my own thing and you got yours, So why so quick to judge and plus he is just a friend he
isn't a Intruder.

Spike: *Gasps* How dare you…

Jimmy: ?

Spike: I do care about you! And you just didn't say you made a new friend without telling me? I
thought we were Best Friends. I tend your wounds for crying out loud! But I guess you don't care
about that do you?

Jimmy: What no Spike I didn't mean like-.

*Then in an instant Spike walked away upset going to his room as Jimmy frown Until he grip his
fist*.

Jimmy: Yay well fine! Be like that! *Sad*.

Joseph: *Nods my head a no as I couldn't believe what you did to kept secret*.

Jimmy: Joseph not now okay *Drinks my coffee*.

-And then when 4:20 pm hit-

*Jimmy ran and ran late to arrive at the mall to meet Luciano as he made it inside he arrived a
bit 2 minutes late*.

Luciano: Hmm? Oh hey Jimbo! You made it.



Jimmy: I'm sorry *pant* *pant* I was getting ready until I saw I was late…

Luciano: Oh nah its okay.

Jimmy: Oh yay there's something you should know last night, You were spotted in the house…

Luciano: I was? Huh that's odd I didn't see anyone.

Jimmy: Ghost roommate…

Luciano: Ahhhh I see, Well did you try clearing my name?

Jimmy: No Spike got mad after I told you I made a friend on my own without telling and now he's
Pissed at me…

Luciano: Aw damn I'm sorry but I totally understand he really does care for ya then if that would
be the case why he would be upset.

*Jimmy actually realized that as he felt really bad frowning*.

Jimmy: Oh god… I feel like a total jerk to Spike..

Luciano: Relax it isn't your fault it sometimes the emotions get the better of us, Anyways cmon
why don't we get some funnel cake to help us feel better.

Jimmy: Oh I never really had Funnel Cake.

Luciano: Then let's go *Takes Jimmy's hand*.

*Jimmy and Luciano held hands as they walked together but Luciano was leading the way as
Jimmy just followed like a Helpless Lam*

*And So throughout the whole day Luciano and Jimmy had fun together played Mall Arcade,
Shopping Clothes matching each other even switching up clothes, Ate Funnel cake together,
Bought Magic related things and having Conversation as they both Laughed and Laughed As
they were both having lots of fun*.

Jimmy: *Laughs* I can't believe you actually did that to that poor guy.

Luciano: I know that was priceless that poor register guy will be humiliated forever pants down
*Giggles Mischievous*. You Jimmy you're actually alright, Honestly I thought you were gonna be
the biggest Nerd I ever met but you're actually fun To be with.



Jimmy: Yeah? Well that makes me happy to hear that thanks Luciano, *Smiled really
embarrassed*.

Luciano: I mean it dude your f**king fun to be with, Why don't you try doing it more Often.

Jimmy: Oh well I love it's just well always been held back most people call me boring though.

Luciano: Nah you should be more fun especially to your Best friend, I bet he would love to see
this new side to you.

Jimmy: Well you don't know Spike yet you see he-.

*Suddenly a Big Glass Crash on the ceiling roof in the Mall as Luciano protected Jimmy from
the shattered falling glass a Panic filled the whole mall as they all ran away and up in the sky
was Shuka flying down and She was not happy*.

Shuka: LUCIANO!!!!

Luciano: *Turns and surprise* [Sh*t..] Heeeeeeey Baby Sister how you doing *Makes a Friendly
Smile*.

Jimmy: Sister!? You know her?

Luciano: *Sighs* Yay Jim this is my little Sister Shuka Bloodthorn, She’s a Vampire.

Jimmy: Vampire… *Gasps* Wait so that means your a-!

*Luciano showing his Vampire fangs as What Jimmy's about suspect was true*.

Luciano: Yeaaaah I'm a Vampire too, But I didn't lie to you about it just thought the fangs gave it
away.

Jimmy: But I don't understand why are Vampires here in the City?

Shuka: Tch why should I tell a Filthy Nobody on why us Beautiful and Powerful Vampires such
as ourselves tell you personally.

Luciano: Sis back off! *Turning to Jimmy* Basically I was sent by my sister to investigate why a
City built our hunting grounds 2 years ago.

Jimmy: The City's location was your hunting grounds?

Luciano: Sadly yes I was suppose to head back to report buuuuut I got… distracted.



Shuka: Which Is why I came myself to check on my Idiot Brother, and what do I find? A Nobody
is hanging out with my brother! He's only mine! Belongs to me! Me me me!

Luciano: Dammit Shuka stop acting Such a Brat and let Jimmy out of this he is not involved with
our current situation.

Shuka: Am I the only one worried for our clan to go hungry!? you should worry too! You're so
selfish Luciano I swear! We are leaving right now *Spreads my wings*.

Luciano:...No

*Shuka turned around her head as it made Loud cracks as her eye twitches crazy as she landed
slowly*

Shuka: Excuse me? Did you said “No”?

Luciano: I mean it when I said No I'm gonna stay a bit longer I ain't ditching Jimmy.

Shuka: *Glared Angry snapping my fingers*.

*Then suddenly Little Bats appeared around Shuka grabbing hold on Luciano by teeth as his
own blood was starting to get sucked up*.

Luciano: AHHHH!!! *Was being drained*.

Jimmy: Luciano! *Gasping in panic*.

Shuka: And as for you *Scratcher my own arm as blood drips my wrist as then I use my own
blood using Blood Magic my wound healed up as i forged my own blood to a Hold Weapon
Spear as I poke It near Jimmy's Face* You brainwashed my brother…

Jimmy: *Scared as I couldn't move by the spear in my face* W-wait couldn't we talk this out?

Shuka: No! You took him away from me! And now I'm gonna take something from my dear
brother *Snaps using Blood magic chains*.

*Then the blood was Luciano's as the chains wrap around Jimmy's body completely making him
trapped in Shuka's Hands*.

Jimmy: AH!! *Struggling* I can't move!

Shuka: Of course you can't this is Blood magic specially only used for Vampires like Moi, Now to
plan on for your “Execution” I think I'll start opening your Stomach.



Jimmy: *My face pale* NO PLEASE!

Shuka: Calm down i'll make this quick and painless *About to attack Jimmy to kill him*.

Luciano: JIMMY NO!!!

*Shuka then strike to kill Jimmy, Jimmy closed his eyes gasping scared until something really
fast flew in the sky*.

???: ELECTRO DISC!

*The Electro disc then cut up the Blood Spear in front of Shuka as she stopped the Execution*.

Shuka: Huh what the!?

Jimmy: *Opens my eyes* Huh?

Luciano: *Sees people coming* Huh, who are they?

*Jimmy turned his head and Gasps as it was Spike and the others as they came just in time*.

Spike: JIMMY!

Jimmy: Spike! *Cried out*

Shuka: Huh?! Who the hell is this!

Chungs: Looks like we made it just in time.

Jimmy: But how did you find me?

Shanks: Q told us absolutely.

*Q then Appearing next to Spike being visible*.

Q: Hey *Waved*.

Shuka: How dare you interrupt the execution!!!! This was supposed to be my moment and you
ruined it!!! *Stomping repeatedly in anger*.

Spike: Release Jimmy! Right now or else!

Shuka: You can't tell me what to do! No one does!!!



Ceo: Well you better listen or we’ll kick your ass

Shuka: Grrrrr…BAT CLAN!!! *Whistles*.

*Suddenly Swarm of Vampires we're flying all down towards them*.

Shanks: Never seen that before!

Chungs: OH GOD THERE'S SO MANY!

*As the team was shocking seeing the Vampires Shuka then takes Jimmy Hostage*.

Shuka: Don't get any ideas on stopping my moment this time, HE WILL PAY FOR HIS CRIMES!
*Flies down with carrying Jimmy*.

Jimmy: WAAAAAH SPIKE HELP!!!

Spike: NO! *Yells speeding off as I jumped off the level of the mall*.

Ceo: Spike!!!

*Then as Spike jumped on wall to wall getting faster He Body Bash Shuka as they all plummet
to the ground and during the Crash Shuka’s Wing was really hurt*.

Shuka: OW! My wing! You bastard!!! How dare you destroy my beautiful Wing… YOU WILL PAY
MORE TO THIS NOBODY *Lifts Jimmy up with my chains*.

Jimmy: Spike! *Cried out being lifted up out of your reach*.

Spike: Jim! *Stood up* Let him go you B*tch or else!

Shuka: Ha ha! And what's a Puny little Dino gonna do to stop me~ *Smirking*.

*Spike’s body Sparks with blue lightning as he rushed at Shuka showing him what he could do
as he kicked her face to a shop*.

Shuka: *Jumps out through the glass* Super speed!? Impossible how do you have that!

Spike: I'm Giving you one more chance.. release Jim NOW!

Shuka: You… commanding me? NO ONE COMMANDS ME! I MAKE THE COMMANDS HOW
DARE YOU FILTHY PEASANT TRY TELLING ME WHAT TO DO! *Stomps rapidly in a Temper
Anger Tantrum until giggling* No matter…No matter! I'm not gonna be defeated by a Stupid
Dino!



*Then suddenly Shuka uses her own blood for Magic forging floating knives the back at her
head as she was crazy furious*.

Shuka: Actually I changed my mind about you and that nobody is going to be EXECUTED!

Spike: Well you better be ready to Kill me because I'm gonna kick your ass in the great white
north *Stands as my body sparks*.

Shuka: You Brat is gonna pay for your CRIMES!!! *Hisses as my Vampire teeth shown*.

Announcer: Fight No.9

Shuka vs Spike

NOW FIGHT!!!

*Then Spike and Shuka went on head to head as Shuka uses her Blood Magic Scythe to attack
Spike but he kept dodging them fast as he counter attacks with a Spin kick to the Chest and
face*.

Shuka: Ah! My tit! You asshole!!! *Hisses as I use my Blood knives* Thousand Bloody Thieves
Storm!

*Shuka releases them as they were like bullets flying around and destroying pillars and floors
like they were paper as Spike kept dodging but the knives still make some cuts Even when
avoiding*.

Spike: *Speeds up from Behind as I released a Electro Shock* Cracking Thunder FURY!!!
*Delivers 10 to 20 to 30 Punches until spin kicks sending Shuka flying*.

*Shuka got hit bumping into more stuff destroying the fountain in the mall as she got up soaked
really pissed as she was even more crazier as she speed forward with her wings laughing crazy
sending her knives as Spike Quick up and dodged them left and right but Shuka got Spike as
she Stabbed her Scythe in Spike and Spins Her weapon to send him flying up*.

Spike: AHHHH!!! *Got trampled in the ceiling falling*.

Jimmy: SPIKE NOOOO!!! *Cried*.

Shuka: Gotcha! Your Dead! *Flew up to kill Spike* AHAHAHAHA I WIN! I WIN! I WIIIIIIIIIN!!!!



*But as soon as Shuka delivered the final blow Spike woke up and heard Jimmy's cry as his
Power skyrocketed and shocked Shuka so hard with electricity as he threw her down to the
ground for a Rapid Ground Pound*.

Shuka: Ugh…*Gets up really hurt* How are you still moving I Stabbed through your own
che-*Gasps* [He healed that quickly!?]

Spike: *My Eyes turning more blue as I sped down towards her* EGG ROLL! Electro Ball
Edition!!! *Spinning so fast my egg roll Sparks like a Ball of Light*.

*Then Spike Being in the egg bounced on Shuka left and right forward and back around every
corner of her body as he kept on bouncing her as he Delivered the really fast kick sparking Kick
sending her up*.

Shuka: AHHHHH!!! *Falling as my wings would want to move* NO I CAN'T MOVE!!

Spike:...*Then I point finger like a Gun* 3….2….1….NOW! *Fires a Electroshock like a Finger
gun bullet* STUN SHOCKER!

*The Stun Shocker got Shuka as the explosion Was so powerful it go her messed up really bad
as she layed on the ground really hurt*.

Spike: *Blows my finger* Game over you lose.

*Then the Blood chains as Jimmy was falling as Spike catches him*.

Spike: Jim! Are you okay?

Jimmy: Spike? *Cries hugging him* You came to save me!!! Thank you so much… I thought… I
was gonna die…

Spike: You dummy I'm glad you're safe *Hugging him* And I'm okay, just wounded…

Jimmy: You almost died though… and I'm so sorry.

Spike: Shhh no words Jim I'm okay really I should apologize for being jealous I just care for you
and- Oh Crap!

*Then Shuka got up really in pain as she wasn't going down easy*.

Shuka: Y-you think you won? *Crazy Giggle* Don't make me f**king laugh! You are n-nothing!!

Spike: She’s still standing?!



Jimmy: Spike stay back I'll handle this *Gets up*.

Shuka: Oh now you gonna fight too? Fine I'll kill you right here RIGHT NOW! *Speeds forward*
DIEEEEEEE!!!!

Jimmy: *Pulls out my Curse bag* [Please Work! I need this to work… Here goes!!] Curse
Magic!: Queen of thorns! *Slams the Dark Magic Curse on the ground*.

*Suddenly the ground cracks open and Black root of red thorns rose up and struck Shuka as
she was immobilized by Thorns of the roots as not only that also too down the Vampires where
Shanks and others were fighting too as they see what was happening as then the mall was
covered in Black Roots of Red Thorns the mall in ruin*.

Ceo: Holy sh*t!

Chungs: Whoa…. Look at all of this!

Luciano: *Smiles* He pulled it off… [Nice going ya Dork].

Jimmy: It's over Shuka!

Shuka: *Tries to get out* No… how did you do this!? I try to perfect this magic spell for years
and it's so strong I can't move!

Spike: Now who's the one tied up.

Shuka: SILENCE! I am Shuka Bloodthorn. You can't do this to me!!! I am the clan’s leader!
*Then I bit my tongue really hard making a Blood magic Bullet spitting it at Jimmy*.

Spike: JIMMY LOOK OUT!!

*Jimmy Gasps as he couldn't move quick to Dodge it but instead Luciano jumped in catching the
blood bullet with his own paws*.

Shuka: Luciano what are you doing!?

Luciano: Something I shouldn't have done a long time ago Sis, Protecting someone who needs
me! It is over look around our clan is half injured half dead because of your bold actions you
caused all of this sh*t to happen you are to blame!

Shuka: *Gasps* HOW F**KING DARE YOU I AM YOUR SISTER! *Cried out acting like a kid*.

Jimmy: *Lets go of Shuka in my curse magic* Get out…



Shuka: Grrrr FINE! I hate you! Clan! We are leaving! But you Luciano you are Banished forever
coming back to the clan!

Luciano: What! You can't be serious!

Shuka: I am you, banished, I am leader! Good luck trying to be on your own without ME!

Luciano: *Glares angry at her*.

Shuka: And you Nobody! I'll be back just you wait, And when I'm back stronger I'll kill you myself
and no one else! You are my MOST WANTED ON MY LIST! *Flew up to leave*.

*The Vampire clan the escape with Shuka and after that crisis has been averted Luciano was
left out in the dust betrayed by his own flesh and blood as he was really upset*.

Jimmy: Luciano… I am so sorry about all of this I never mean to-.

Luciano: Nah I'm okay Jimbo relax it's all good *Sighs* I should be apologizing about my Sister’s
actions. You were really brave.

Jimmy: Oh m-me well I wouldn't say that Spike did save me…

Luciano: I'll admit he is powerful.

Spike: Thank you *Smiled*.

Luciano: But I mean it you really showed her that your a Nobody, You are have potential man,
*Smiles patting Jimmy’s head*.

Jimmy:...*Blushing*.

Spike: So what are you gonna do now?

Luciano:...Eh I'll figure it out somehow *Jumps as I spread my red blood wings* When I figure
my sh*t out I'll let ya know.

Jimmy: W-wait! Luciano… do you think we could see each other again?

*Luciano smiled a smirk and started to laugh giving Jimmy a Card with my magic winking as he
waved goodbye flying up fast as Jimmy opened the Card it said*.

“See ya soon you dork >:) And keep the book you earned it, Be brave Jimbo.

-Luciano”.



Jimmy: *Smiled big as I hugged the card* [I will Luciano…]

The End

Chap 17
Retract Mixtape


